ST. JOHN PAUL II LIONS
Cheer - Chess - Cross Country
Football - Golf - Swim - Volleyball
Fall Teams 2022 Program
Thank you to our sponsors!
Front Row: Melinda Lujan, Regina Contreras, Haili Vu, Risa Medrano, Alexia Williams
Second Row: Mia Vasquez, Angela Maynez, Abigail Hawkins, Damiana Delgado, Karen Garibo, Christina Davila
Third Row: Coach Medrano, Mia Espinoza, Lanaya Gillette, Lolek the Lion, Yanelly Neri, Emma Flores, Naiyeli Manjarrez
Fourth Row: Emma Standage, Dulce Gama, Kendra Meyer, Johanna Perez, Jessica Almanza, Trisha Huynh

Cheer

Varsity
Front Row: Mia Torres, Jennifer Carrillo, Yocelin Figueroa
Back Row: Denise Coss, Iris Guzman, Alexzia Gutierrez, Izabella Holwerda, Abrihet Barry, Manager Gloria William

Coach Medrano
First Annual Football Season Mini Cheer Camp 2022
September 30, 2022
Location
Westview High School
4:30-6:30 PM

Lions vs. Trivium Prep
All Girls ages K- 8th grade

Please come and join the St. John Paul II Varsity Cheer team in learning a cheer routine, cheer jumps and have fun making new friends. All girls will perform during halftime at the football game. Parents please arrive by 6:30 PM sharp to pick-up your daughter as she will sit with you during the game in a designated section of the stadium. A JP2 t-shirt and a set of white poms will be included in the cost. Please indicate your child’s shirt size on the payment form we have small, medium or large.

Register
Chema Estreller, Naiyeli Moreno, Coach Badley, Javier Granda, Bernadette Badley, Not Pictured: Gabriel Kelly
Front Row: Michael Lizarraga, Angie Lopez, Janey Lopez, Alexis Salmeron, Olivia Bouchard, Olga Rodriguez Marquez, Destiny Avecedo
Second Row: Coach Bustamante, Natalie Guzman, Maddie Klei, Mauricio Diaz, Pedro Peregrina, Samantha Lizarraga, Kinsyleann Zermeno, Manager Sean Bernales
Third Row: Esteban Dominguez, Juliana Herrera, Ivonne Ramirez, Francisco Vasquez, Samuel Guerrero, Jacob Martinez, Francisco Corral
Fourth Row: Jeuel Ramos, Alejandro Felix, Ethan Iniguez, Adriel Felix
Not Pictured: Adrian Flores, Colin McEwen, Sergio Valle, Leonardo Davila, Sebastian Garcia, Jocelyn Najera, Manager Nicholas Delgado

Cross Country
Varsity
Front Row: Xavier Oquita, Juan Mederos, Erik Martinez-Pillado, Jonathan Reynoso, Jeffery Aguirre, Juan Rodriguez
Second Row: Isaac Reynoso, Maximilian Felix, Hayden Umbdenstock, Layne Dickens, Alex Pineda, Isaac McKim, Alex Aviles, Luis Cruz, Emmanuel Garcia, Jonathan Garcia
Third Row: Lucciano Huerta, Coach Padilla, Coach Herrera, Coach Hodge, Coach Padilla, Coach Green, Coach Standridge, Traier Osorio, Jr. Trainer Gianna, Noe Gonzalez
Fourth Row: Jacob Carillo, Tyler Famolaro, Daniel Garcia, Nickolas Serrano, Manuel Gonzalez, Dominic Ceimo, Abdon Villa, Santiago Ojeda, Ivan Diaz, Joshua Standage
Back Row: Oscar Aviles, Christian Ayala, Gabriel Dominguez, Nathan Christensen, Alan Martinez, Noah Salvador, Dylan Olmos, John Taylor, Ayden Rojas, Jason Bobadilla, Sam Sloma
Not Pictured: Steven Huyhn, Aaron Palominos, Nicholaus Bobadilla, Eric Ramirez, Eli Trenou
St. John Paul II Drama Club proudly presents...

SHERLOCK HOLMES

by Tim Kelly

SAVE THE DATE!

November 4th & 5th
7:00 pm, in the cafeteria
Tickets $10

www.jp2catholic.org | (623) 233-2777
Produced by special arrangement with Pioneer Drama Service, Denver, Colorado

Buy Tickets
Boys Golf

Coach Ortiz, Patryk Grabiec, Dennis Gibson, Paul Gibson, Alec Hilgers, Vincent Grabiec, Ryan Giangobbe
Kaitlyn Helm, Coach Maddigan, Charlotte Latting-VanderMolen, Natalia Piatek

Girls Golf

Varsity
Front Row: Evolet Manzo, Maritza Valencia Rodriguez, Michelle Alegria, 
Second Row: Erin Holstein, Alex Tabuchi, Nina Raphael, Sarina Raphael, 
Jonathan Salazar, Angelina Hernandez 
Third Row: Emily Gonzalez, Coach Loel, Coach Starbuck, Coach Silva, Noah Delatorre 
Back Row: Jude Saarenas, Sean Holstein, Roger Macias, Mateusz Serwach

Swim

Varsity
SAVE THE DATE!

November 17th & 18th
7 pm on the Rotunda Lawn
Tickets $5

St. John Paul II Acting Class proudly presents...

TREASURE ISLAND
by Joseph George Caruso
From the novel by Robert Louis Stevenson

Don’t ‘shiver your timbers’, dress warm!

www.jp2catholic.org | (623) 233-2777
Produced by special arrangement with Pioneer Drama Service, Denver, Colorado

Buy Tickets
Front Row: Joanna Zaragoza, Leona Viveca Basilio, Victoria Leonard, Marializ Heredia
Second Row: Dilynn Untalasco, Gabriella Ventura, Natalie Mapili, Coach Babiarz, Coach Ramirez, Alondra Salazar, Diana Valencia, Manager Jason Martinez-Pillado
Third Row: Giana Salvador, Avanna Anadu, Alexis Daves, Kailey Arsement, Arianna Anadu
Front Row: Miley Arellano, Sophia Matta, Nadia Wondrash
Middle Row: Hannah Banos, Sandy Saenz, Coach Helser, Sophia Morales, Veronica Benavides, Manager Jason Martinez-Pillado
Back Row: Emma Lomeli, Charlotte Charkovy, Emma Harrington, Isabella Dominguez, Angelina German, Edlyn Noriega
Not Pictures: Eva Wohler

Volleyball
Junior Varsity
Front Row: Hailey Santana, Cielo Espinoza
Second Row: Amya Ruiz, Camilla Zamora
Third Row: Evelín Pelagio, Coach Basilio, Coach Galindo, Savannah Reddin
Fourth Row: Naima Meraz, Abigail Bernal, Marjorie Hernandez, Elliana Madden, Cali Cates
JP2 Concession Stand

Food:
Burger Combo = $5
Hot Dog Combo = $5
(Chips & Water or Soda included)
Nachos = $3
Pickles = $1

Drinks:
Gatorade (20 oz.) = $3
Soda = $2
Arnold Palmer = $2
Water = $1

Snacks:
Airheads = 2 for $1
Candy = $2
Airheads Extreme, Candy Bars, Red Vines, Skittles, Sour Patch Kids, Starburst Chips = $1
Sunflower Seeds = $3